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Hi Mark, 
Thanks for your unfailing support for workers sacked with the mandates. You are one of the few 
good men ! 
I was treated unlawfully by the education dept because I wasnt vaccinated. They would not give 
any answers to the half dozen letters I wrote to all levels, including the minister. They just replied 
with the same narrative & would not answer any of the questions I asked re the lawfulness of 
forced vaccinations. They even refused to let me work at school in the last month of work because 
I could not wear a mask. They did not follow the rules of the mandates themselves by not accepting 
exemptions. 
I recently contacted one of my local high schools for casual work after the govt announced 
mandates would drop. The govt has given the choice about continuing mandates over to 
employers. 
The admin person who hired casuals at the school I contacted said they needed casuals desperately 
& he wished he could hire me, but the principal told him that teachers still need to be double 
vaxxed to work. 
Craig Peterson of Bathurst region, of the NSW Secondary Principals Council has said recently that 
it sets a dangerous precendent letting unvaxxed teachers back at school. This is a discriminary 
statement against us when there is no scientific evidence or any medical study that shows that 
unvaccinated people spread disease. 
On the contrary the people being infected & transmitting disease are the vaccinated via shedding. 
(Medical fact that whatever germ is injected into the body is rejected by the body, & is shed out 
via sweating, coughing, aerosol breaths etc). Maybe he would be a good bloke to call in regard to 
his justifiations for his statements. 
Cheers  




